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Learn Health & Wellness

DELIVER A LIFESTYLE





London Wellness Academy is the leading training 
institute for spa and wellness. 

World-renowned for the quality of our teaching and preparation 
of students to work for the most prominent cruise lines and 

resorts, hospitality companies confidently seek out our 
graduates to join their teams. 

London Wellness Academy opens the world of wellness  
to you so, in turn, you can deliver a world of wellness  

to each guest during their journey.

The world  
is in your hands.  

Embrace it.
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Now more than ever, wellness is at the forefront 
of everyone’s mind. Recent global health events 
have challenged us to rethink wellness and how 
we deliver it to millions of guests each year. 

In an industry that is ever advancing, the right 
education, rigorous training, and navigating 
students to career success is our daily purpose. 

For 40 years, London Wellness Academy  
(LWA) has been a distinctive and distinguished 
learning environment where people are at the 
heart of what we do. Our experienced wellness 
professionals are ready to change the world 
through education. 

Regarded as the premier health and wellness 
arm of the hospitality world, London Wellness 
Academy has well-earned a reputation that 
draws the most talented students with a 
passion for our industry.

As a training school, we educate the next 
generation of wellness professionals and  
ensure they are knowledgeable and confident  
in the philosophies, treatments and service 

protocols performed at spas and wellness 
centres globally.

LWA is a multi-cultural, teaching facility 
serving a diverse population from 87 
nationalities. 

We are committed to high-quality teaching,  
spa and wellness innovation, and collaborative 
engagement with the hospitality industry. 
We aim to enhance the lives and livelihoods 
of our students and guests by teaching them  
the connection between health and habit  
whilst exceeding all expectations.

An education from LWA prepares each student 
for their wellness career, but also gives them  
a sense of belonging. They become part of a 
community that positively inspires and 
impacts the wellbeing of others.

Join us on our mission as we bring wellness  
to the world.

ROBERT SCHAVERIEN
Managing Director

Welcome to the  
World of Wellness
LETTER FROM THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
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With a rich legacy and strong set of values, 
London Wellness Academy has immensely 
contributed to the spa and wellness industry, 
training more than 50,000 students and 
preparing them for careers at sea and on land.

Our heritage dates back more than 120  
years when our founder, Henry Steiner,  
created a hair care and apothecary range  
of products in 1901. This family business, 
rooted in beauty, was turned over to his son, 
Herman, and in the late 1920s through the 
1970s he garnered a following at his London 
salon. From celebrities to the British upper 
class, Steiner was a household name for the  
rich and famous.

Towards the end of World War II, Herman 
became known as the wartime hairdresser. 
Post war, his notoriety was awarded with a 
Royal Warrant as hairdresser to Her Majesty 
Queen Mary. Nearly a decade later, his salon 
had become a creative centre where bold and 
daring fashion fused with new techniques  
such as hair stencilling, which was developed  
by Herman.

Mr. Steiner rode this momentum and  
steered it towards the cruise line industry 
where he was awarded his first cruise ship 
agreement to operate the salon on board the 
Royal Mail Lines’ Andes. Several prestigious 
cruise lines followed suit, including Cunard 
Line and the prominent vessels Queen Mary 
and Queen Elizabeth, P&O Cruises, and  
Pacific Union.

Following this surge of business, Herman 
received a second Royal Warrant in 1970 as 
cosmetician to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, 
the Queen Mother. A flourishing cruising 
industry and the distinction of two royal 
warrants propelled the business and within  
the decade he expanded, by opening salons  
in British Railway Hotels whilst also growing 
the Steiner hair care line.

As the business continued to evolve, so did  
the need for trained professionals. In 1980,  
the then named Steiner Training Academy 
opened to prepare students for careers at  
sea and on land. The academy was officially 
renamed London Wellness Academy in 2020.

A reputation built on ships  
and cemented on land
OUR HISTORY



London Wellness Academy’s main campus is based in a grand Victorian house 
with beautiful landscaped grounds on the outskirts of London.
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Discover what makes London Wellness 
Academy the standard for spa and wellness. 
Continuing your education is a vital part  
of being successful in this industry.  
The Academy not only elevates your skills,  
but also prepares students for a storied career.

Our award-winning services and products  
are at the heart of our curriculum, which 
includes a collection of more than 120 
treatments. An advanced program is within 
your reach. Learn how you can be our next 
graduate and get ready to travel the world.

An education for  
the mind and heart
WHY LONDON WELLNESS ACADEMY

GROW@LWA 

 

TAKE YOUR SKILLS TO  
A WHOLE NEW LEVEL  
AND BECOME AN EXPERT  
IN YOUR FIELD

SAVE@LWA

 

EARN AND SAVE 
YOUR EARNINGS  
WHILST WORKING IN 
A CAREER YOU LOVE

EXPLORE@LWA 

 

TRAVEL THE WORLD  
AND EMBARK ON THE 
BIGGEST ADVENTURE  
OF YOUR LIFE

DISCOVER@LWA 

 

WORK USING THE  
BEST PRODUCTS, 
PROTOCOLS AND 
TECHNOLOGY

ADVANCE@LWA 

 

YOUR CERTIFICATION  
WILL BE RECOGNISED 
THROUGHOUT  
THE WORLD

CONNECT@LWA 

 

MAKE FANTASTIC  
FRIENDS AND 
MEMORIES THAT  
WILL LAST A LIFETIME



200,000
The recruitment team  
flies more than 200,000 
miles per year to interview 
and enrol prospects

The world’s leading  
Wellness Academy
BY THE NUMBERS

50,000+
More than 50,000 students
have graduated from the
London Wellness Academy 
in 40 years

12,000
More than 12,000 flights are 
booked to transport staff to 
and from their vessels

87/27
Students from 87 countries, 
speaking 27 languages 
(we believe in diversity)

9
We have campuses in 
London, LA, Miami, Montego 
Bay, Cape Town, Hyderabad, 
Shanghai, Manila and Sydney

400
More than 400 group 
admission interviews  
are conducted annually

3,000+
In excess of 3,000 students 
are placed to work on cruise 
ship spas each year

1,300
We visit more than 
1,300 colleges and  
schools to recruit

9,000+
9,000 uniforms are  
issued for 22 cruise  
line brands annually
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Take the most results-based skin, body, hair, nails, and health products and incorporate 
them into thought-out services that address a wealth of concerns. 

Now, prepare to deliver the ultimate wellness experience to guests.

Whether a branded service or novelty therapy that encompasses a product brand’s 
philosophy, London Wellness Academy features the world’s most celebrated health  
and wellness offerings from partners who are at the head of their class.

We provide cruise lines and resorts a premium 360º program comprised of the best products, 
services and equipment from these global wellness affiliates:

ELEMIS  Ionithermie Gharieni Iyashi Dôme 
Kérastase  L’Oreal  CND  GO SMILE 
Nouveau Lashes Ideal Image  BOTOX Cosmetic  Dysport  
Restylane  CoolSculpting Thermage JOU    
Technogym F45 AccuroFit Hypervolt
InBody570 MyZone  Normatec TRX Suspension 

The best products,  
services and equipment
PARTNERS IN WELLNESS
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HYGIENE CODES AND STANDARDS

Setting the foundation for every wellness experience, 
students are taught a safety-first approach. This  
philosophy begins with a look at personal hygiene  
and how it relates to the wellness profession to then 
review, discuss and ingrain best practises and 
standards in ensuring a hazard-free, wellbeing 
environment for guests and staff.

ADVANCED MASSAGE THERAPY 

A forward-thinking certificate programme in massage 
therapy building upon basic skills through improved 
techniques and knowledge. Fundamentals are covered  
as a foundation to the massage therapy programme to 
progress to more complex protocols such as the Aroma 
Stone Therapy, Restorative Salt Stone Massage, Bamboo 
Massage and Thai Poultice Massage, to name a few. 
Graduates can expect to develop and refine their 
professional skills, translating to improved techniques  
and knowledge further enhancing their career.

Exceptional academics  
and a community of support
CURRICULUM



SKINCARE, BEAUTY AND AESTHETICS 

An advanced, two-week course for licensed professionals 
designed to finesse the skills required to provide expert 
aesthetic services. Our courses cover electrical facial 
therapies in conjunction with cutting-edge, diagnostic 
tools such as ELEMIS SkinLab and BIOTEC for the very 
best results. Aestheticians will learn effective management 
of skin conditions, intrinsic and extrinsic ageing, and 
Solution Sales to extend the results long after the guest’s 
voyage is over. 

ONCOLOGY MASSAGE 

Developed in conjunction with cancer therapy expert 
Christine Clinton, this oncology training programme 
prepares certified massage therapists to work safely with 
cancer patients and obtain certification. An intensive  
and supervised, four-day clinic, the coursework sets out  
to teach students how to safely and effectively administer  
a massage for people with cancer and cancer histories. 

Our students dive into academic life and pursue their scholarly and personal interests.  
Get lost in our Victorian campus just outside of London and prepare to explore unfamiliar 
terrain whilst indulging your passion for your craft. London Wellness Academy’s unparalleled 
programme offers the next generation decades of knowledge and the latest in innovation. 

Enquire about our wellness categories:
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HAIR STYLING 

Qualified hair stylists benefit from a two-week, 
advanced course that not only upskills performance, 
but also enhances the stylist’s portfolio. Luxury Kérastase®  
services and homecare are the core of this course whilst 
a host of beauty treatments such as L’Oreal colour, 
Keratin Complex® Express Blowout, lash and brow styling, 
barbering, and teeth whitening round out a comprehensive 
programme. A main area of focus is technology. Stylists 
are trained on the use and diagnostic results of K camera 
technology to provide guests with a more in-depth 
analysis of their scalp and hair. 

NAIL TRAINING

Embracing a service culture, the nail programme is a  
two-week course that focuses on progressive training for 
qualified nail professionals. Each technician is trained  
in extensive, therapeutic nail therapies and signature 
service protocols. Mastery of CND™ Shellac™ service 
execution is a fundamental requirement in completing  
this course. Technicians are also immersed in a Solution 
Sales philosophy to promote homecare.

“ What students learn is vital to their 
onboard experience.”

 ADENA ROWSON, TRAINER



BARBERING

Men’s grooming services are part of the overall programme  
for hair stylists. All stylists are trained in shave service 
protocols, learning how to work safely with razors and  
how to adhere to strict sanitisation standards. This course 
includes a full module on the TIMEFORMEN homecare 
range to ensure salon staff are adept in recommending 
bespoke homecare solutions for our male guests.

MINDFUL LIVING

Designed in collaboration with Dr. Andrew Weil, a world-
leading physician in integrative medicine, this course goes 
beyond the physical and delivers metaphysical practises  
by Dr. Weil and his team, including meditation, sound  
bath therapy, and advanced yoga. Qualified students  
will become specialised in spa therapies such as our  
Earth Grounding Massage and Mindful Massage whilst  
our Mindful Living Coaches will be educated in the 
learnings and teachings of Dr. Weil ‘s daily practises.
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ACUPUNCTURE Los Angeles Campus 

This course takes certified acupuncture professionals  
and elevates their skills to focus on the business of healing. 
Training includes instruction on consultations, acupuncture 
and cupping as it pertains to spa and is enhanced by classes 
in sales, marketing and public speaking, providing essential 
business skills and educating clinicians on methods in 
translating traditional Chinese medicine to a western 
audience. Coursework includes topics on pain management,  
a specialised subject for which acupuncture can be utilised  
to treat pain and discomfort. All hired acupuncturists 
complete this programme prior to joining their first vessel.

FITNESS/PERSONAL TRAINING

This comprehensive fitness and personal training 
programme features a tri-element concept revolving 
around Exercise, Nutrition and Detoxification and is 
complemented by intensive courses to teach students  
how to successfully manage their business. The business 
coursework is theory based. Students are challenged  
every day with public speaking presentations and with 
practical coursework on body composition analysis,  
classes and equipment such as InBody570®, FightKlub,  
TRX® Suspension® Training, Yoga, Pilates, Hypervolt®,  
and Normatec®.

“ The team at London Wellness Academy  
is supportive, positive and friendly.”

 LAUREN MACKENZIE, STUDENT



MEDI-SPA Miami Campus

Trained by Dr. Brad Herman, a board certified plastic 
surgeon, doctors will observe him at his practise and gain 
knowledge in the clinical portion of the training, which 
includes: facial anatomy review; mechanism of action  
of products; proper follow-up of treatment complications; 
storage, preparation and dilution methods; and injection 
techniques for best clinical and aesthetic outcomes.  
The programme features intensive sales training provided  
by top sales professionals in the industry. All hired doctors 
complete this training prior to joining their first vessel.

PRODUCT AND RETAIL TRAINING

We believe wellbeing is a result of daily habits. It is how  
we live that helps determine our health. As such, each  
and every guest we serve is an opportunity for us to  
educate and inspire wellness. As a spa professional, your 
knowledge, combined with the recommendation of suitable 
self-care products, are part of our service. We never just 
offer a service. We offer a lifestyle.



 

 Q.  WHERE IS THE ACADEMY LOCATED? 

A.  London Wellness Academy is located in 
Harrow Weald, Middlesex, just outside  
of London. We also have eight campuses 
around the world in Los Angeles, Miami, 
Montego Bay, Cape Town, Hyderabad, 
Shanghai, Manila, and Sydney. 

 Q.  WHAT ARE THE QUALIFICATIONS  
FOR ADMISSIONS?

A.  Must be a minimum of 18 years of age  
and meet the application requirements  
for your respective field (see page 24 for 
requirements).

 Q.  WHY DO I NEED TO PAY FOR  
TRAINING WHEN I AM QUALIFIED? 

A.  London Wellness Academy provides 
certified, industry-specific training to 
ensure the highest standards are met 
through our worldwide recognised  
training program of treatments and 
protocols.

 Q.  HOW MUCH MONEY I AM  
INVESTING FOR MY TRAINING?

A.  We recommend a minimum of £600 /  
$756 to cover daily expenses and hotel,  
if required, prior to joining your vessel. 

 Q.    DO I BOOK MY OWN TRAVEL 
ARRANGEMENTS?

A.  Students are responsible for travel 
arrangements to the Academy. Once 
assigned to a cruise line, we will fly you  
to your vessel. We always provide travel 
home after completing a full contract  
and ensure the flight is to your nearest 
gateway city airport.

Frequently Asked Questions
About the Academy
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  Q.  WHAT TYPE OF HOUSING IS  
AVAILABLE DURING MY TRAINING?

A.  With affordable lodging and home rentals 
available to students, we find that more  
and more prospective trainees are electing 
to secure their own accommodations.  
Still, the majority of students stay at the 
local YMCA, a safe and clean lodge, paid for  
by the Academy along with evening meals. 
Dormitories are quaint and shared, similar 
to the accommodations onboard most 
cruise ships. From time to time, guest 
homes are available for sponsored students.

 Q.  HOW FAR AWAY IS THE ACADEMY FROM 
THE YMCA, AND HOW CAN I GET TO 
CLASSES EACH DAY?

A.  The YMCA is located approximately  
20 minutes from the Academy. 
Transportation is available via the  
258 bus, which is £1.50 per journey.

Q.  HOW LONG WILL I BE TRAINING  
AT THE ACADEMY?

A.    Your length of training depends on your 
chosen profession. However, between 
additional training for certain cruise lines 
and ship assignments, students average 
four to five weeks at the Academy, its 
campuses and outposts.

 Advanced Massage Training  2 weeks

 Oncology Massage  4 days

 Skincare, Beauty & Aesthetics  2 weeks

 Hair Styling   2 weeks

 Nail Training  1 week

 Barbering  1 week

 Mindful Living  2 weeks

 Fitness/Personal Training  3 weeks

 Acupuncture  2.5 days

 Medi-Spa (Online)  2 week

 Medi-Spa (In Person)   1 week

 Product and Retail Training  

 (incorporated into courses)
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MASSAGE THERAPISTS must be qualified  
in Swedish massage with at least 150 hours  
of certified training. Any additional 
qualifications like aromatherapy,  
Shiatsu, Reflexology, Reiki or Sports  
Massage Therapy are a great advantage.

 BEAUTY THERAPISTS are required to be 
certified by Cidesco, CIBTAC, IHBC, BTEC, 
CITY AND GUILDS, NVQ’S ITEC, IA, Inter 
Clinitique, Government Accredited Diploma/
Trade Certificates and BTS. Please note  
a qualification in both facials and body 
electrics along with facial and body  
massage is essential. 

 HAIR STYLISTS need to complete a three- 
year apprenticeship or have completed 
hairdressing training at a full-time college.  
It is necessary that all hairdressers are fully 
qualified in both ladies and gentlemen’s 
hairdressing. We require a minimum of  
six months unsupervised salon experience.
Successful applicants must take a trade test.

NAIL TECHNICIANS must have completed  
a nail technician training course and be 
proficient in acrylic nails. A qualification in  
both manicures and pedicures is required. 

PERSONAL TRAINERS must have level 3 
qualifications. Resistance Weights qualification 
such as BAWLA, or NABBA or an international 
equivalent will be accepted. Experience in 
teaching yoga, Pilates, indoor cycling, or Thai 
Chi is a plus.

 ACUPUNCTURISTS must hold a nationally 
recognised Certificate or License in  
Traditional Chinese Medicine and a minimum 
of 2,000 hours. Applicants must have the  
ability to manage multiple treatment rooms 
simultaneously. Fluency in English required; 
other languages are a benefit.

Find your niche.  
Embark on a career at sea.
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS



MEDI-SPA PHYSICIANS must hold a medical 
degree from a college or university listed  
in the International Medical Education 
Directory (IMED). Applicants must have a 
current, valid medical license to practise 
medicine in your country or the country 
where medical school was completed. 

A minimum of six months hands-on  
clinical experience is required. Strong 
interpersonal and communication skills 
along with a fluency in English required; 
other languages are a benefit.
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Navigate towards  
Career Success
LIFE AT SEA

Traveling the world is as romantic as it sounds: 
visiting foreign lands, meeting new people, 
immersing yourself in their cultures.

Traveling the world whilst working requires  
a commitment and balance. You work hard  
to play harder and need to find this lifestyle 
both rewarding and fulfilling. At sea, spa 
professionals are entrepreneurs, helping to  
run the business, promoting the spa, filling 
their own columns, helping team members 
achieve a common goal.

Your schedule is determined by various  
factors. How full is the ship? Is it season?  
Where is the ship sailing to? Is the vessel at  
sea (usually a high peak time) or is the vessel  
in port (slightly slower)? 

These factors, however, do not determine  
how busy you become or your earning 
potential. Connecting with guests is an 
important contributor to how in demand  
you are. This can be triumphed when  
you host seminars and demonstrations 
throughout the vessel or promotional  
activities. 

Salaries are mostly commission and gratuity  
based, so the more productive you are,  
the more you can earn.

In addition to guest service, there are specific 
team and individual requirements to your 
position. All staff must participate in the 
mandatory lifeboat drill every cruise and  
guide passengers to their stations should  
there be an emergency. Staff will also partake 
in weekly spa maintenance activities such as 
port day cleaning, inventory checks, and 
assisting with stock.

When not working, time off is personal time  
for you. Whether you choose to remain 
onboard, rest and engage in an activity that 
nurtures your wellbeing or elect to debark at  
a port of call and explore the destination, the 
decision is entirely yours. We encourage staff  
to take advantage of the privilege of travel  
and discover the sights and sounds of each 
unique journey.
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Cruise line culture; 
live the cruising life
THE EXPERIENCE

Each cruise line is different in what they  
offer – unique destinations, varied mix of 
guests and demographics, diverse forms  
of entertainment.

One commonality most cruise lines have is 
they want their crew to live the cruising life.  
In many instances, this means that crew can 
experience many aspects of the guests’ voyage. 
Whilst there may be some areas exclusively  
for guests, crew can, for the most part, visit  
the various lounges, watch world-class 
performances and Broadway shows in the 
theatres, and more as long as they adhere to 
dress codes. This may be a simple guideline 
such as wearing all black.

There is a level of discretion required in front  
of guests, and it is understood that sometimes 
we want to just relax and be ourselves. For 
those instances, there is always a crew bar 
where officers, staff and crew meet to socialise 
amongst themselves. Most ships, especially 
larger vessels, also have a crew sunbathing 
deck with a pool as crew cannot use passenger 
pool areas.  

The private crew deck can offer a wonderful 
escape during time off or a break. On some 
smaller ships, staff can sometimes use the 
passenger pool area on port days. 
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Where you stay and sleep is your sanctuary,  
a place to escape the work and focus on rest  
and recovery; read a book; continue studies; 
plan your future. Except for management, 
acupuncture and medi-spa physicians, this 
refuge, namely your cabin, is shared with  
a team member. 

The cabins are very intimate and will likely  
not have any windows. A typical cabin is 
equipped with a bunk bed to provide some 
additional space, telephone, small wardrobe 
closet, dresser, private shower and bathroom 
facilities. It has everything one would need, 
except for space.

Cabins can be personalised by hanging up 
pictures of loved ones and what inspires  
you. The space can be made your very own.

Uniforms are usually laundered free of charge 
and personal clothes are washed by the ship’s 
laundry for a small fee. If you prefer washing 
and ironing your own clothing, there is often  
a crew self-service laundry area available.

Your accommodation 
is a space to make your own 
YOUR SANCTUARY
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DINING

From the crew dining room to dining on the 
Lido deck and specialty restaurants, cruise 
ships offer a myriad of food and beverage 
options. The crew dining room is open at  
all times for staff. There is no cost for dining  
in this crew area.

On most cruise lines, a specific deck is 
designated in which they have a café open  
for breakfast, lunch and dinner every day.  
As this is a passenger area, staff may be 
restricted from dining on this deck, but  
some cruise lines do have policies that  
allow crew to dine in during specific times.

Most ships also feature specialty restaurants  
at an additional cost. As this is a passenger 
restaurant, staff reservation confirmations  
for seating is based on guest demand. On  
some smaller ships, staff will always dine  
in the guest dining rooms. Never-the-less, 
specialty restaurants are always a wonderful 
option for celebrations, special occasions,  
or to treat yourself on a whim.

COMMUNICATIONS

Calling family and friends has become  
easier over time, and on many ships you 
can call home from the comfort of your cabin. 
Costs vary – but they are very reasonable. 

E-mail is also an option if you subscribe to 
the onboard wireless plan. For those staff 
members who have a mobile phone, you can 
use your phone to place a call whilst in port 
when the ship is not too far out at sea. Many 
ports also offer complimentary WiFi.

Everyday essentials  
provide a sense of comfort
THE BASICS



Frequently Asked Questions
about Life at Sea

 Q.  HOW OLD MUST I BE TO WORK  
ONBOARD A CRUISE SHIP? 

A.  The minimum age requirement is  
18 years of age. 

 Q.  WHAT IS THE LENGTH OF CONTRACT? 

A.  For spa and salon staff, the contract  
is a commitment of 9 months. 

 
 Acupuncture and medi-spa physicians  
 are contracted for 7 months.

 Q.  HOW MUCH TIME OFF WILL I HAVE? 

A.  Staff receive 1.5 days off for every 7 days  
of work. Scheduled days may depend  
on your ship and itinerary. These may  
be scheduled for one full and a half day  
or three half days. 

 Q.  HOW MUCH VACATION TIME CAN  
I LOOK FORWARD TO?

A.  For every month worked, staff receive  
one week of vacation time.

 Q.  WHICH CRUISE SHIP WILL I JOIN? 

A.  Cruise ship assignments are based on 
business needs, but all assignments offer 
personal and professional growth as well  
as an opportunity to save earnings for  
the future.

 Q.  HOW MUCH LUGGAGE CAN I TAKE  
WITH ME WHILST ON MY CONTRACT? 

A.  We recommend a maximum 20kg or  
44 pounds. Anything over this amount  
may be subject to additional fees.

 Q.  IS THERE WI-FI ONBOARD? 
A. All ships have Wi-Fi for a nominal charge.
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Q.  WHAT HAPPENS ON EMBARKATION DAY, 
DO I START WORK STRAIGHT AWAY? 

A.  The Spa Manager or one of the team  
members meets new staff and helps  
them settle in. After an orientation,  
prepare to begin working immediately. 

 Q.  HOW MUCH MONEY CAN I MAKE? 

A.  There is no limit on your earnings.  
Wage commissions have a minimum 
monthly guarantee. 

 Q.  HOW DO I GET PAID? 

A.  Each staff member receives a Visa debit
card by Ocean Pay where you can access 
money via ATMs and transfer funds on line. 
Salaries are automatically credited to 
accounts. The debit card can be used to 
withdraw money from an ATM machine  
or pay at any venue that accepts credit or  
debit cards. 

Pay cycles vary from cruise line to cruise line, 
but typically occur bi-weekly or monthly. 
 
Another benefit of the Ocean Pay savings 
account is that money can be wired into  
a savings account. For more information,  
visit oceanpay.com.

 Q.  WHAT ONBOARD EXPENSES WILL I INCUR?

A.  Staff live onboard ships rent free and meals 
provided. All other expenses – phone calls, 
wireless Internet, gift shop purchases, bar 
bills – are a personal choice.
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Investing in your future
COMMITMENT COSTS

SHIP UNIFORM £111 / $140
Recovered from your salary once on board.

C1/D VISA APPROX. £120 / $150
Reimbursed once on board your vessel.

PRE-EMPLOYEE MEDICAL EXAMINATION £340 / $428
When completed in the UK only; includes Varicella test.
Does not include additional vaccinations that maybe required.

HOTEL & TAXI  APPROX. £120 / $150
(May be required the night prior to joining vessel)

POLICE CHECK £27 / $33 
(Approximate cost in UK)

Costs do not include travel and transportation to training.  
US currency conversion are approximate and may change based on rates.
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Discovery is on the horizon. 
Broaden your world view.
YOUR FUTURE IS CALLING

Learn about the world—and yourself. 

By engaging in our classes and with peers, you become a part of a community  
built on inclusion, respect and understanding. 

Broaden your worldview and develop your own personal identity. Discover how  
to use your passions to build a bright future.

Our cruise line partners are:

Azamara Cruises Carnival Cruise Line
Celebrity Cruises Costa Cruises
Crystal Cruises Cunard Line 
Dream Cruises Holland America Line 
Marella Cruises Norwegian Cruise Line
Oceania Cruises P&O Cruises Australia
P&O Cruises UK Princess Cruises
Regent Seven Seas Cruises Royal Caribbean International
Saga Cruises Seabourn Cruise Line
Silversea Cruises Virgin Voyages
Windstar Cruises



Campus and  
contact information

LONDON
92 Uxbridge Road, London,  
HA3 6DQ, England
T +44 (0)20 8909 5000
info@londonwellnessacademy.com

LOS ANGELES
LA@londonwellnessacademy.com

MIAMI
770 South Dixie Highway, Suite 200
Coral Gables, Florida 33146
T +1 305 284 1400
miami@londonwellnessacademy.com

MONTEGO BAY
montegobay@londonwellnessacademy.com

CAPE TOWN
4 Bella Rosa Street, Highstreet Tygervalley, 
Bellville, Cape Town 7550, South Africa
D +27 (0)21 914 0027  |  +27 (0)21 914 0034
capetown@londonwellnessacademy.com

HYDERABAD
hyderabad@londonwellnessacademy.com

SHANGHAI
shanghai@londonwellnessacademy.com

MANILA
manila@londonwellnessacademy.com

SYDNEY
sydney@londonwellnessacademy.com

LONDONWELLNESSACADEMY.COM
Connect with us: 
londonwellnessacademy

 
 @LondonWellnessAcademy

 @Learn_Wellness
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